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Ao Statement of Prcxb-bemv .. . ' f : \
•Inveetigatibns into the properties and behavior of the 

:'©ondensed:: spark discharge reveal an interesting and challenging 
field» The last quarter century of research has brought forth 
new theories and discoveries which seem to fill most of the:; 
gaps in the explanation of spark phenomena, One of the im- h. 
portant physical V8.riabl.es describing these discharges is the'., 
temperature of the spark channel<> It is the purpose of this ; 
paper to determine the e%c It at ion temperature in the ■■spark .
' column of a condensed discharge in air at standard pressure". 
between titanium electrodes, This temperature will be de- ; 
termined through relative intensity measurements pf the:spectral 
. lines emitted; by the ezcited T1 II ions in the spark gap. • r • 
This method has previously been successfully applied to arc ■ 
and ‘Spark discharges as well as to . solar and stellar atmospheres

, BV Mechanism of the Blectric Spark. :
.. U':' A precise definition of the. electric spark is somewhat
di^lcult.. - hoeb def ines the spark, as % u  unstable: and dis- -
' h i  ’-  'A-' ::̂ . A  . ■At "  -: ;-A t. .';U - A V - A : A y  : - ■ "continuous oceurrence marking the transition irom one more or
less, stable condition of- current between .electrodes in ya: gas§y . y

, 1. L= Bo Loeb, Fundamental Processes o f . E le c t r ic a l  .y
‘ D ischarge in  Gases, le w  I b r k , ydpM. :p .l.^p an d .y& n sy  1939s P=" 40So
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to another one." This definition seeks to distinguish between 
small slow changes in discharge current such as one might find 
in an ordinary arc due to gap resistance variations and cathode 
spot wandering, and abrupt irreversible changes which occur for 
example when the arc voltage is suddenly doubled. Loeb gives 
a discussion of these ideas following his definition.

Real progress toward an understanding of electrical dis
charges was begun in 1902 by J. S. Townsend.^ He derived the 
following expression for the discharge current I in a gap
between plane parallel electrodes:

. (°c-/3)X

• ui

In this equation, the first Townsend coefficient oc represents 
the number of new electrons created in the gas by a 1 cm. 
advance toward the anode of an initial electron. The second 
Townsend coefficient p represents the number of new electrons 
created in the gas by a 1 cm. advance toward the cathode of a 
single positive ion. The gap length is denoted by x, and I0 
is the photoelectric current in the gap due to ultraviolet 
radiation from an external source directed on the cathode.

It was found that within the limits of experimental 
accuracy, the current I could be related to the gap length 
by a number of other equations, one of which is:

2. See L. B. Loeb and J. M. Meek, The Mechanism of the 
Electric Spark, Stanford University Press, 1941", Chanter XT’"
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T T- e ocx______
I - lo |-r (e oex _, j ’ (2)

where T  is the probability that a positive ion will liberate 
an electron from the cathode on collision. Experimentally it 
was found that p was small compared to ot , and e** was large 
compared to unity. Thus we can rewrite (1) and (2) as

I , (3)

and

% = i. • (4)
Setting f3/(X * V , we get from (3 )

t r p * *
I " I* * (5)

We can now see why experimentally, equations (1) and (2) both 
describe the current. VJhen T e 4** = 1 in (5), the current I 
becomes indefinitely large regardless of the imposed photo- 
current I0. Townsend set this condition as the criterion for 
a spark. From the definition of *, we know that the number of 
positive ions dn produced by n electrons in a distance ds will 
be dn » <xnds. Integrating this expression gives log^n « ofx, 
or n = e**. We may observe that physically, since T is the 
probability of a positive ion liberating one electron from the 
cathode, and e** is the number of positive ions produced in the 
gap, the condition Te** = 1 requires that the positive ions in 
the gap produce just one new electron upon bombarding the



cathodev This means that the conditions in the-gap are such' 
as to form a self-sustaining discharge <,

For.a number Of years.this explanation, seemod-adequate^ . 
since contrary ©Tidenee was hard to obtain m t h  the existing 
experimental methods„ Gradually, however, various difficulties; 
arose<,: .-.-.The' most disturbing of these concerned measurements: of ' 
;thetformative time .lag in sparking,.which is the time interval 
between: the- appearance of electrons in the gap and the actual - 
passage of current = ̂ According to.Townsend, the positive-ions ? 
which.are largely produced near the anode by the high energy 
electronsj must cross the gap to the-cathode before a self- 
;sustaining discharge occurs. Measurements on positive ion 
velocities!showed that the time required was about 10 seconds 
for 1 CBid . gaps o Experimental determihations of the formative 
time lag gave values near 1© : seconds, or about 1/100 the -time
expected by the Townsend theory a : It is not unusual in science 
to find, equations which adequately describe .experimental evi
dence under certain conditions, but fail to do so in general. 
Townsend?s theory (iVe», equation (5)) has been found to be 
approximately valid for values.of px < 200 mmv - cm., where p 
is the gas pressure in mm. of mercury in a gap of length' x. ̂
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In these eases since the gap is small hnd the pressure low, the 
positive ions can cross the gap in the "time required by .the 
formative lag. However 9 for px >200 mm. cm., Tows end’s 
theory is not correct and equation (5) is ne longer valid.

In 1936 Baether and Loeh^ independently arrived at a 
qualitative explanation of the spark in line with esqierimental 
discoverieso. This new theory is known as the streamer theory 
of spark-discharges.  ̂ -

Consider a pair of plane electrodes with a potential 
difference equal to the breakdown voltage^ and separated by 
one centimeter* An electron in this gap will be accelerated 
by the electric field and gain kinetic energy. It will travel;., 
a short distance and collide with a gas molecule, producing an 
additional electron and a positive ion. This process will . 
r.epeaty leading to a space charge of positive ions moving 
slowly toward the cathode, and a faster moving group of electrons. 
In addition to ion production, many of the electrons will pro
duce excited atoms in this space cloud. The atoms will radiate 
energy in all directions, but much of this radiation will. be 
absorbed by the gas. This absorbed energy will lead to further 
excitation and ionisation in distant regions of the gas. Thus, 
instead of a slowly moving ionic space cloud, we have rapidly

; ■ 5<> Ibid., p. 31,. Ghapter II. .  ̂: --V ; '
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developing regions of ionization=. The process is so rapid : 
that a single electron may move only a few millimeters while \. 
an entire one centimeter gap is bridged by regions of ionization» 
It should -he repeated that the essential process here is photo- 
ionization as distinguished from positive ion migration in - 
. Toibisend’s theory. All the present exp erimental evidence, '
which includes Kerr-cell photographs of these positive streamers, 
confirms this new theory of spark discharges.'
■ " ; ' After the gap has been bridged'by regions of ionization/
the electrical energy stored in the capacitor will be released 
in the form of a .heayy discharge, current across the. gap. The 
radiation in this Initial stage.will originate from: the excited 
gas atoms ahd ions 4 After a period of time dependent on their . 
velocities, the positive ions from the gap will bombard the ' 
Oathode and heat it.'This results in the appearance In the gap 
of vaporized eleetrodeumaterial3, and also' in thermionic emission 
of electrons to' maintain the discharge. The excitation and 
Ionization energies:of metals are lower than those of gases, 
and thus about four microsecpads after the discharge has begun, 
the radiation will be ̂ predominantly from the vaporized cathode 
materialo Due to the high electric fields and kinetic energiess 
the metal will exist; largely In the form- of ions , givingthhe 
CharaGteri#tic spark..spectrum.- - .. I

6. ' Ibid., p. 35, fig, 6.



C. The Meaning of Temperature.
We have seen that the electric spark is a highly transient 

and disruptive occurrence. With this in mind, one might well 
wonder at the application of the concept of temperature to 
spark discharges, since thermodynamically, temperature refers 
only to systems in thermal equilibrium. To clarify these 
ideas, consider an assemblage of identical gas molecules (for 
simplicity we shall consider them to be perfectly elastic 
spheres) confined to an enclosure and moving with different 
velocities. Collisions will occur among these molecules, and 
after a sufficient length of time, these collisions will dis
tribute the velocities among the molecules so that at any instant, 
as many molecules leave one velocity group as enter that group. 
This system is then said to be in thermal equilibrium. It can 
be shown through statistical considerations,^ that the number 
of molecules dN whose velocity lies between v and v + dv is 
given by ^

J N =  ^  . .6,

where N is the total number of molecules, m is their individual 
mass, k is the BdZtmnann constant, and T is the kinetic gas 
temperature. This function is called the Maxwellian distri
bution law. The energy of a system of particles having a

7. E. H. Kennard, Kinetic Theory of Gases, New York, 
McGraw Hill, 1936, Chapter ll.
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velocity distribution given by (6) is a function of the
temperature T, described by the relation E = g1 kTo Basically
then 3 the temperature of any system in thermal equilibrium .
refers to the permitted velocities and energies of the particles
comprising the system- Strictly speaking3 there is no tempera- :
ture characterising a non-equilibrium system- Now many systems
in physics can be shown to approach equilibrium under certain
conditions. If the departures from thermal equilibrium are
not larges it is permissible to apply the concept of temperature.
so long as it is realised that this is not the true kinetic gas.
temperature- Betrie^ and Mason^ give good discussions of
temperature as applied to non-equilibrium systems-

With these ideas in mind, let us examine the velocity 
distribution of particles in a spark discharge column. We 
have, seen that this coltmm is composed of gas and metal atoms 
and ions, many of which are excited, and of electrons- A 
number of types of collisions are possible. A fast electron . 
may collide with a slow moving atom, and through the energy 
transfer, produce a slower electron and an excited atom.
These are so-called collisions of the first kind. By the 
reverse process, an excited atom may collide with an electron 
and transfer its excitation energy to kinetic energy of the 
electron. These are collisions of the second kind- Other

t. ‘ Betrie , Am- : J- Phys b-, . 378 ilpse).
9- •Ho 0. Mason, Am. 8oc. Test. Materials, Special Tech. • Pubi. #78. ; • : '



possibilities are ionic electron capture with possible ' V- • ;
- radiations simple kinetic energy transfer, and ionization,

■ v ' . :;If ;:thls' spark Co were a true, equilibrium system, we 'should
expect that each process would; have: an equally probable reverse
process associated with it.: This requirement is essentially :'

in  ■ • ' ‘ ‘Telman-$s-LU Principle- of Microscopic Reversibility: .
: ; - average the total number of molecules leaying a given quantum
. .' '. state in unit time must, equal the number "arriving in that state .

in unit time, and further,. that-the number of molecules leaving.
by ,any particular path must equal the. number arriving by that / p

y.;. same path0z? However," we know-that there is at least one process '-
b occurring in the spark.column which does not have an equally

probable reverse process, . The emission of radiation (and,
therefore, the escape 'of energy) precludes any possibility for
true thermal equilibrium= Thus the concept of temperature as

• applied to spark - columns is at best operatlbnal and must be,: 1
used with caution and. understanding, ■-

i: i ";a -"10=- RV Co Tolman, Proc, %t= Acad, 8ci=, 11, 436 (1925).



THEORY -OF LINE INTENSITIES .

A, ’ Origin of Spectral Lines.
...."■ It is per Laps appropriate to indicate brief lythe results •
.obtained Ly applying g.nantnm tbepry: to .atoms. 'It Is found that ' :
the energy of the atoms is not a continuous :function ? but ; takes : ”• - 

: on only discrete values called quantum .or energy levels. . The:
particular quantuitt; level haying the minimum energy is 'know! as 
the ground state. To raise an atom from the ground state to a 

, higher ■ quantum level .'.requires an amount of energy equal to the -
. I- energy difference betx-'zeen the partlcular levels, This energy

; may he supplied by thermal agitation 5 or through the absorption
- of radiation. : The frequency of the radiation which may excite - 

• V an atom from the j th to the k th -state is given by the expression 
f ' = - (W^ - Wj ) /h, where, the if is' are the respective energies, and

f 1.f h. is Planck’S constant. Similarly, the energy released in the 
f' hr form .of radiation .of lrequency p \«hen, an atom 'In' an: .excited k .
' level returns , to a lower j level is given hy V = (¥k^ -Wj )/h « - I
. :. ■ Now the rate at which a certain, frequency is emitted depends

on the number, of atoms in the source which make the required r :
. transition. The number of : atoms Hk>j making the transition . | :; 

r.' from level k to j depends on the number of available atoms : 
in the k th level, and the transition probability A j  . '



This quantity is defined as the probability that an atom
in state k will in unit time transfer to state j. And since 
the intensity Ikjof radiation is equal to the product of the energy 
hVkj released by the transition and the rate at which the tran
sition occurs, we have that:

The quantity N^ in equation (7) is determined by the 
population distribution among the various quantum levels of the 
atoms in the light source. This distribution can be derived 
through statistical considerations when the source is considered 
to be in thermal equilibrium. Rather than proceed in this 
particular manner which is beyond the scope of this report, we 
shall derive the population distribution rather intuitively 
from the Maxwellian velocity distribution law, equation (6), 
which is:

Since we are considering a source of radiation containing some

Thus the number of particles (atoms) having a potential energy 
U^ and lying in the velocity range v to v + dv is given by:

h f N k  A kj h vkj (7)
B. Boltzmann Distribution.

X

*

excited atoms, the kinetic energy 1/2 mv^ is replaced by the 
total energy, kinetic plus potential, which is 1/2 mv2 + U; .

3/2 U i ) A T
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Integrating this expression over all possible values of the 
velocity leads to:

_ U i

M e  k T  . (9)

where N [ is now the number of atoms having potential energy U[. 
If these atoms are placed in a moderate magnetic field and are 
excited to various energy levels as given by (9), each energy 
level is found to split up into a number of sub-levels having 
slightly different energies. Thus equation (9) is not strictly 
correct. Instead we shall write it as

_ uj
Nj = gjl\le k T  . (10)

where gj is the number of sub-levels into which each level 
splits under the influence of the magnetic field. The quantity 
gj is called the degeneracy, or statistical weight, of the j th 
level. The last name is particularly descriptive, since we have 
effectively weighted each quantum level statistically to account 
for this splitting. Dividing (10) by a similar expression for 
the k th level gives:

Nj _ 9j - ( U j - U k ) A T  
irk - g ; e • (11)

This distribution of the population among the various quantum 
levels is called Boltzmann’s distribution, and applies strictly 
to systems in thermal equilibrium.
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Go Intensity of Emission Lines0

From our discussion of the concept of temperature (page $)
it was decided that the spark discharge column was not in
strict thermal equilibrium, and therefore equation (11) could
not be expected to describe exactly this particular system= •
The- problem of determining the velocity and energy distributions
in a discharge column has been attacked by many workerso 

11Ornstein has examined arc discharge columns and concluded 
that far from the electrodes the rate of energy gain by the 
.electrons Is so small that their velocity distribution is 
essentially Maxwellian = Ladenburg*^^ has shown the existence 
of a statistical equilibrium in the discharge column under the 
assumption of high current densities, and that the excitation 
to and destruction from excited states is due primarily to 
electron impactso Jones^ discusses the appearance of a
nearly Maxwellian distribution among the electrons in high
current discharges 0 . Langs troth. and McRae*^ have examined i 0 C, 
and Do Go sparks‘and found that the assumption of a Boltzmann 
distribution in the columns (as given by (11)) is quite valid=

- llo: See L0 B* Loeb, Fundamental Processes^ of Electrical 
- Discharges in Gases, lew fork, John ¥iI^~an3^Bbns, 1939? P= 6lB.

12= Ro Ladenburg, Rev» Mod0 Phy., 243 (1933)»
13o Fo L0 Jones, J= Soc0 Ghem« Ind„ (London) , 64, 317 (1945)o
14o Go Oo Langstroth and Do R. McRae, Cano J, Research,

A 16, I? (1938)o



For these reasons we shall presume the existence of a 
Boltzmann distribution of the atoms and ions among the various 
excited states in the spark discharge column. Thus we write (11) 
as:

i: - £
where N0 and g 0 are the number of atoms and statistical weight 
respectively of the ground state, and is the excitation 
energy of the k th level. Since we are to determine the 
temperature of the spark column by measurements of the radiation 
intensity from the excited ions, T is appropriately called the 
excitation temperature. Substituting N from equation (12) 
into (7) we have that:

I kj = - 1 7  9k A Kj V kj e™ k T  . j ^  (13)

Values for Aui were not available for the lines ofStitanium.
r; ^However, Ladenburg has introduced a quantity fkj called the 

oscillator strength which is given by the expression:

fkj = A kj | t 8 ^ - J - v ^. ’ (14)

where m and e are the electron mass and charge respectively, 
and c is the velocity of light. The quantity f is a measure 
of how an atom resembles a classically oscillating electron

15. R. Ladenburg, Rev. Mod. Phy., j>, 243 (1933).
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while emitting or absorbing radiation. That is, the optical 
properties of N atoms per cc. can be accurately represented 
by M classically bound electrons per cc., where f = M/N. For
our purposes it suffices to note that f^j is proportional to 
AKj . Korff and Breit^*u give the additional relation that 
f kj gj = fjK gk, and making this substitution in (14), we obtain

fjk = A kj 8 ^  e1 j ■ (15)

Replacing A kj in equation (13) by its value obtained from (15),
we have:

- ,i6,

Observing that the term in parentheses is not a function of E, 
we write:

_

I kj = (constant) <3* fKj ))3 6 k T  * (17)

For computational purposes, equation (17) can be rewritten by
taking logarithms of both sides, giving

log = constant - , (18)

where E is now in electron volts, and A is the wavelength of
T "X ̂the radiation. This equation is linear in log and E, the 

slope being -5040/T. Values of gf for some lines of titanium

16. S. A. Korff and G. Breit, Rev. Mod. Phy., 471 (1932).
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have been measured by RD B, King3vf and his results were used' 
in ■this report < ;

.17» Ro B» King, Astrophygo Jo 9 94, 27 (1941).



The spectrograms amalyaed im this report -were take# asRpari; 
of .a iarger. pro;jeet̂ :.at- :the - Bshral Srcimnee Test Station, Pasadena, . 
California, and were loaned to the ;author for the present ;; ‘ . ‘ ■ ;•
investigation o The • experimental methods used in obtaining 
these .speotrograms have been described by Blitser and Cady, '
and previously by Gordon and Cady, . I:. / r

The electrical cireuit for producing the sparks is shown _ 
:in Figure la. The discharge is controlled by a thyratron tube 
v. rconnected 'across ;the.: spark gap. A positive voltage pulse:'- 
^.applied to : the - grid of this tube causes it to conduct) and it - 
effectively places the, storage capacitor: across the gap, resulting 
in the;spark. The short circuit resistance for the critically 
■ damped discharges was; 0/722..ohms, while for the underdamped .r 
sparks It'whs 0.064-.phms, - ; '

The spectrograph was a Bauschand Lomb Instrument, contain- 
ing quarts optics covering the wavelength region from 2,000 A.

Id, Lo Blitzer and W. M., Gady, J» Opt =, Socc Am., 41, 440 
(195D« - :\y; .:f

' 19» Go Gordon and ¥= M. Cady, J. Opt.'Gee. Am., 40, 852
,(1950). , i  . .. ' : : ■ - . : : .:
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to 5 s 000 A <, The optical system shovm . in Figure lb was used 
to obtain the time-resolved spectrograms, through which we can 
determine the intensity of radiation (and thus the temperature) 
as a function of time* Referring to Figure lh5 the light from• 
a portion of the spark .gap as defined hy slot A is reflected 
from a face of the rotating mirror into the spectrograph. This 
rotating mirror causes-the: image of, A to move .down the spectro
graph slit during the discharge. In this manner, the intensify 
of each line varies with time along an axis parallel to the slit. , 
A quarts flat mounted in front of the slit carried uniformly 
uniformly spaced (gtmiru) lines which appeared as horizontal:', 
streaks on the spectrogram. The mirror speed could he adjusted, 
so that an integral number of microseconds corresponded to the 
distance between these so-called iso«=time lines. To Insure that 
the- spark '.discharge was initiated when the Image , of slot A was 
at the top of the spectrographic slit, a;second source of.light 
was positioned so that it would be reflected from the mirror• 
into a photocell at the proper time. The•positive pulse from 
the photocell was then applied to the fhyrafron grid, synchro
nising the mirror and the discharge.' The time-integrated specfro- 
grams were obtained by keeping the mirror stationary during the 
discharge.

The photographic plates were calibrated using the biprism 
method of Cady and Gordon.Considerable care was exercised

20o W. Ho Cady and G. Gordon, J. Op. Soc. Am., 36S (1949)



during the processing of the plaSes» Highly exposed regions of 
an emulsion tend,to deplete the nearby developing solution ? ;
.resulting in localized underdevelopment. This effect was mini
mized by constant brushing of the.emulsion during development 5 
thus.keeping, a fresh supply of solution available to all regions 
of the ̂ emulsion. '".v ■ d- •' ' ' I

By • 'Method uf 4^alys^s.<v ; /y, V '
■ ■ The relative intensities of the various Ti II lines were 
calculated from the corresponding:'transmissions: measured on the'

: microphotometer tracings =, From their study oft the iron spectrum 
Blitser and Cadŷ -̂  determined that the central intensity 
(measured from the adjacent background) of each line' profile;: 
on the tracing is proportional to the true line intensity, which 
is the area under the line profile«. The procedure.for determin
ing the relative': line. ihtensities is to measure" the peak and 
background transmissions for each line profile, and to convert 
Jthese transmissions to intensities through the plate' calibration 
•datav' Subtracting the backgrpxmd intensity from the.;peak In-.. : ; 
tensity gives the relative intensity of any particular line 0

The lines to be used in the various temperature deterais-ny 
nations were selected from the total number of'lines in the 

..'titanium spectrum, ace or ding to the following criteria. ., First,: : 
the line had to have a known gf value. Second, it had to be 
free from the:effects of blending (i.e., Overlapping with a 
neighboring line on the tracing). Third,, the uncertainty, in



She esMmatioB of tlie foa0kgrotmd W^smissioii had So be ■ -
reasonably small0 M d  finally% only those lines were chosen 
whl%h%'%Wr#U free from any serlotis effects of self-absorption = - ’ 
Heavy' self-absorpSioh was generally apparent from She broad? 
flat character of She line profile peak on the tracingo In y 
order So determine whether other lines may have' been; self^ .
absorbed to lesser degrees 3 we applied equation (18) to She : ■ ;
lines pf a single multiples» Sinee A and I- are approximately 
GonstanS for all the lines in a multiples, equation (18) ’

vD-orpro : - log — » constant - - -  \

becomes ' '■ 1  i v f ! y ; / ' P r f  ̂  '

I-. : ' log;! eonstant -?• log.g f  . ■ - . : y..

fhis equation is linearlin :lbg; 1 vs o .: log gfs3 with a slope of . '
unity (Figure 2)« fhues for example<, if we have eight lines .
in a certain tmltipleS 9: we can find eight values of'log 1 vs a 
.log'gf whioh.should be closely eolinear. Any line.in Shis 
multiples which has Undergone self ̂absorption will have a lower 
value of.1 than it shoulds and thus fall below the curve de- 
, termined by the remaining. llneSb .. - . t ' > -■

. - After - elimination of these questionable lines3 about twenty :• 
to thirty spectral lines: were: left for determining the excitation ; 
temperatureo ; A least-square solution of log. I A/gf vs. g i / A'
(equation 18) was. found in each case/ the slope, of -which (>504O/f )
determined the temperature (Figure 3} „ . ' . . ' .
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Ao Besults of this Slmdyo . .
The various temperature d.ê berairiatiions and other associated 

data are show in Tables I, II and Figures 4$ 5? 6« The weighted 
mean temperatures ■ from the- time ̂integrated spectrograms show in r 
Table I were obtained by weighting each individual value Inversely 
as the square of its probable error» These mean temperatures 
(labeled A in Figures 4p 5; 6) have been compared with the ' " ::
t emp era ture=time curves for the various time w e  solved exposures o 
The fact that these mean time-integrated temperatures are i; 
approximately equal to the average of the corresponding time- 
resolved temperatures:probably indicates that the excitation 
. temperature is essentially constant during the history of the 
spark. Referring to Figure 5 ? the apparently low time-inte
grated mean temperature' ('labeled A}' seems to indicate that the 
temperatures- at g and 6 yti sec. are too high, . The probable . . -. 
errors (vertical lines at each, value of T) of these particular 
values are quite large. ' -. - ■■■ . _
' :  The three'tSmperature-time eurves all show a definite
trend toward a minimum in the later stages of the; discharge.
It has been mentioned previously (page..6) that the Ti II lines 
do not appear until about fqur microseconds after the discharge



SAELE- X .

Excitation Temperatures from.Time Integrated Speetrograms:^

.Discharge ^Voltage' : (volts):. (°:
Weighted Mean; 

e,) ' :,ii®t>b:p»e»') ;;:

Dnder damped 4500

4500

.4500.

7160 t 530 1

7000 t 490 7020, 1 290

■6910 t 490 ' ;v

TJnd er damped

DaSped

6000 ■ 

6000 

6000

- 4500 

4500 

4500

7640 i 1130 : ' 7570 ± 410

,\7450#-

" ' 6
7660 ±  430 7660 ± 240

7700 ± 390 . •. • - ■

@000 v- 7530 ±  440

6000 7300 ± 420
7400 ± 300

^Damped ; .7500 

7500

7090 ±  350 

7040 ±  370
7070 ± 260



a , : - ' TABLE;II
Excitation Temperatures from Time, ReeoO.veS Spectrograms

Discharge Volta-ge
(volts)

Time ’ Temperature(®K± p"0eo).

Und erdamped 6000

6000

Damped 7500

: 5 ; 9110 ± 8 4 0

B v 7630 ±  490

'. .3-1 7500 t  470

14 : : . 6090 ± 5 2 0

17 , . 6150 ± 4 9 0

§ : ' 11690 t  880

6 10810 ±1200

7 . 9280 '& 7:60

8 EL20 ± 600

9 7130 ± 500

10 7 . 6 9 5 0 - ±"580

11 ' - 7110.: ± 6 4 0

12 7880 ± 990"

. 6 8360 f 640

7 , 8360 ± 470

: 8 7210 ± 4 7 0

' 9 6820 i 440

6340 ± 420

11 6350 ± 440

12, 6510 ± 500

13 6560 ± 5 4 0

14 7140 ± 610
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Figure 5 

6000 volt Damped Spark
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; ' V- /was initiated, and did not attain sufficient measurable intensity.
- \//%: -.until even/later.,/ The line intensities again fell; too low for - 

. . / measurement- after about 12 to 17 microseconds. Thus our Z. / / •
toaporature-time data is limited to the mid-portion of the : :;Z Z ' /

; Z _ discharged ;:z:. r̂Z . : > ' / ̂ ■■ ;̂/;;. :Z/"> , '  : > ■ :  ../ 'Z-ZZ:
/: / Z ; As a measure of. the. variation of line intensity m t h  times 

we calculated for a particular line the ratio of its intensity 
/ at any time to its intensity- at some .particular time (usually /

Z -• / chosen around- 10 microseconds}» The average of these ratios :
Z..Z r /'calculated from the various lines at any particular time gave' : -

: the mean ratio of line intensities at that instant» The curves
/rZ ;/;■' ■ / representing these mean ratio.s. and the corresponding temperature^ :
: ,/■ /. .’ time curves: reach their maximum and minimum values respectively .

at approximately the same time o ZZBowever, this steimum line ' - ■• ■-/;/■ 
intensity.‘lags-the current maximum by about 6 microsecondsZ In '

; //.-/ the^:under-damped discharge ; (Figure 4) s this is precisely half
•• • '/ the-oscillation period, causing the intensity to be near Z /

. maximum-when the current itself has ..fallen to sero* However«/ . Z Z/.
-the amount of radiation(depends primarily on the rate of 

;:-;.//-'- excitation3 so that even though the;current is zero., the gap ;V Z
/ r : still contains electrons and atoms with high kinetic energies« -;

- Z ; . B o  : <biscusslbn/of - ErrorSd- Z ;/. zZ ';- Z .; ■ Z ZZZ // : - /ZZ'ZZ’-?//Z:
Possible errors in our results may arise in two. ways.-"'

Z; ̂ /Z iz.ZFirst>''thrbugh/either' systeaatie or random errors associated Z Z



.with our meuhed of analysis, and secondly3 through uncertainties 
dm the values of the various constants such as gf and 1 in 
equatlbn (IS), The effect of random errors is given essentially 
by the probable error associated with each temperature; deterai- 
natidn. Systematic errors are impossible to estimate, but 
presumably can be detected if the results obtained by this 
method are compared with those obtained by other methods.
KOWyef'it is:# elt - that no large systematic errors- are, present 
; ln the ,.,resplts:,bf . this investigation. .' . ' .. ; , ,

Go Possibilities for Improvementp . : ‘ :
; The most •significant means of , improving this method would 

be to increase the number of spectral lines determining the 
temperatures. In numerous cases 5 lines which otherwise would 
.have been included in ’these"temperature determinations were 
blended with nearby lines, A spectrograph with higher dis
persive power might separate many of these blends, giving more 
lines for the temperature determinations, and leading to 
increased reliability of the results= The number - of. useful, 
iines also depends on the:available gf values, Asshovm in - 
figure 3, lines having excitation potentials.in the range of 
%6© to 5oO electron volts are absent. This is due either to 
the lack of radiation from these levels or to the absence of gf 
yalues: for these llhes^ : The gf values determined by King for 
lines of Ti ll are limited to the; wavelength range of about 
3,000 to 4,000 , and thus restrict the analysis to lines in
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this region.

Do Results of other Methods«
A brief summary of the temperature determinations by other

observers for various are' and. spark discharges is given in Table
111= More, complete data are given in the original papers„

21Blitzer and Cady?s results for spark discharges between iron 
electrodes do not differ essentially from our temperatures in 
the titanium spark = In fact,, the excitation temperafur.es:In 
both arc and spark discharge columns under varying current and 
voltage conditions seem to fall generally in the range of 6,000 
to 6,00pe>IC= Suits^ has found the temperature in a variety 
of arc columns by measurements of the velocity of sound through 
these columns = The velocity of a sound wave through a gag at 
constant pressure is inversely proportional to the square root 
of the gas density- • The densities so found may be related to

21 - Lo Blitzer and .¥=. M= Cady, op- cito •
22- Go G- Williams, J0 D- Graggs, and ¥0 Harwood, Proc. 

Phys = Soc- - fB :62V 49 (1949)-  ̂ ; : "
23- See. R- G- Mason, Am- Soc- Test- Materials, Special 

Tech- Publ- #76- . .  '
24- Oo S- Duffehdack and J= Mo LaRue, J- 0= S- A-, 31,

146 (1941)- ' - ' . /
25- G= So Duffendaek and K- T- Chao, Phy- Rev-, 56, 176 

(1939)- ■ • ■ '
26- G= 0- Langstroth and D- R= McRae,' Can- J- Research,

A 16- 17 (1936). - :



6%server ' temperature
Blitz.er & Gady81 6830 @K .

W 7 1 9 a  ® K  -

Williamsj Graggs:> 5300 K :& HopweSde . at l&7/iseco
.-V':l-v ■ : 7700 ®K :

/ 7 ■' at ';4pep^

S u i t s ^  / v. . 4050

;, ;.v, : . ' siso ^e> ■ "

6440 ® K ; „

©ras.telft^ . : V 5860 to.
, , '7250 , %

Dttffendacic &  6600 to
La Rue24 ' .9340 ° K

TABLE III ■7:,; ; '7 .::; .. ; ;

Source ; „ >• .. ' Semarks

Fe ;Sjjark { ,  ̂, Excitation temperatures,^ 
6000 voltsy ■;7? fremyrelative- intensity.

' measurements»: Condensed
Fe spark discharges 6 •6 - •
7500 volts

.Mg spark , Excitation temperatures
. y ;'. from relative intensity

. ■:: : measurements = Square. "
Mg' spark ; . .y - wave current pulses» ■

Ou arc ,• ' ■; ' Gas temperatures through3 to 26 amp.. velocity of sound measure
meats, in arc column.,' 'un-,

Cu-Al arc .
43 amp. . / : - : ■•." ; : ■ :iy = ■■
W arc y ' . • . ' • ' ■ U ' ' :.
25 amp. ' .--y'̂  ' - yyr ' ,

■■ Carbdn arcs , ' y JEzcitatloh temperatures .
' at various ,1 p i ;from:Intensity measure- y ' :': 
currentsy-.. y . :v ;.■ • ments. of ON bands. .; tv
Graphite arcs • Excitation temperatures 
1.7 to 7 amp: - from intensity measure- :.

y ' ments of ^4216 OF band.



:gias the assumption of thermal v v .. 
eqhllibriim^. . Another. way. of measuring the gas' density 9: and . : -:' '
hen.ee the temperature«, is through the absorption of fast / 
particles such as electrons and soft x-rayst However, kinetic , 
gas.temperatures derived from density measurements are not to 
be confused with ;excitation temperatures which refer only to 
the excited atoms in the discharge column„
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. COHCHISiOB

The excitation temperatures, in the column of a condensed 
spark discharge betxfeen titanium electrodes have been determined 
through relative intensity - measurements of the Yi XT spectral ' ; 
lineso The observed.line intensities have been found to 
correspond to. a Boltzmann distribution of .the ionised Ti atoms 
among the various excited-states s with the excitation temper
ature as the parametero /Temperatures so derived have been found 
to be-essentially constant (6:-j000 - S,000oK) during the life
time of the spark for both time-integrated and time-resolved 
spectrograms, Large variations in the discharge current- and 
voltage seem to have only slight measurable effects on the 
resulting temperatures* This suggests that a definite equi
librium is reached, in the spark column which remains unaltered ■ 
by further variations in the system* In accordance with the 
streamer theory of spark discharge, broadened air lines of .
0 II and H II are first to appear, followed after about four 
microseconds by the characteristic lines of the vaporised electrode 
material* The excitation temperateMs found in this report 
agree reasonably well with those found in other arc and spark 
discharges by various workers using this and other methods.
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